Clemson College
March 10, 1889

The Board of Trustees of Clemson H. C. College met at the College today. Rev.

President Wofford, E. G. Donahue, J. Allman,

Abbe, Hamlin, Brown, Money, Bly, Falls, and Redfearn.

Dr. Wofford, in writing to the Board of Governors' Station, appeared before the Board

and spoke relative to standard work.

Proceedings of last meeting were read

and confirmed.

On motion of Senator Allman, it was re-

solved:

That the Board limit its expenditure of

the funds derived from the Privilege Tax

to forty thousand dollars andcollected.

Note: That forty-one be both and that the

vote ordered hold to that in the place of

the more.

On motion the action of the Board in restricting

the expenditures of Privilege Tax was re-

considered.

Hop Allman renewed the original motion

which was adopted.

Reg. motion of S. Anderson was accepted
to take effect Sept. 1st, 1889.

Res. That the Prof. of the College and the

Prof. of Mechanics be hereby directed to at-

once require the instruction of good work

in the new shops to incorporate his method

of instruction by requiring the student to make

such kinds of furniture and such similar work

as well be consistent with the principle of

instruction and which were sold will refund

to the College the cost of the material used.
Res: That the President of College and President of Board, with Dr. Neva, select a plan and continue a new act of college and that the cost of the same be paid from the State funds.

Res: That the fees of college is hereby authorized to extend in any other to which act of the Agricultural and Mechanical any salary, which may not be extended as here provided.

Res: That the printing press shall be bought and $500 be deposited therefor.

Res: That the edict be saved in front of the college yard be assigned to Col. Neva, for professional adaption of Cadets.

Res: That $500 be deposited for cleaning heat etc. for wash closet.

Res: That salary of Prof. Bobbell be increased to $1500 per annum.

Res: That salary of Major Shaw Bell be increased to $1200 while acting as Commandant and to cease when the vacant post be filled.

Res: That Col. Johnstone is hereby elected to fill the vacancy in the College building.

Res: That $700 be allotted for the removal of the road from Calhoun and balance needed to be paid from the principal station.

Res: That President Hardy takes charge of same and all other the church and most practical method of building the road.

Res: That the appropriation for surveying divisions be adopted.

Res: That Pres. Hardy be set apart.
Transfer Amounts

To transfer amounts from one appropriation to another as in his judgment they may require.

Res: That the President be authorized to reduce estimate for Exp. Station $100.00.

Res: That $400.00 be appropriated for the publication and distribution of "Sketches" among the teachers of the State.

Res: That H.J. Shaw, as reported, be put into temporary force until the Board can examine further into them.

Res: That Maj. Brayley be appointed to the Committee of Macadamize Road, and to be paid $3.00 per day for his service.

Res: That Senatof Allman and Geo. Harlow ascertain cost of renovating oil paint

+ Committee of two, consisting of Rev. Allman and Mr. Franklin. Were appointed to look after prices for pictures of original Board of Trustees.

Res: That Pres. of College and Secretary of State, draw their checks for all expenses ordered at this meeting.

Board made appropriations for different departments and divisions and left them in the hands of the President.

Appointed June 12th 1899.